
BIKE-TO-WORK WITH FUN

“If you want to teach people a new way of thinking, 
don’t bother trying to teach them. 

Instead, give them a tool, the use of which 
will lead to new ways of thinking”. 

Richard Buckminster Fuller



In the last decades, we have improved various aspects of our lives, just think of 
the technological, scientific and medical progress we could experience. Then 
why are our cities still so jammed? Why is it becoming harder and harder to 
reach the workplace and to find a parking spot?  

The solution already exists and is called EbikeMe!

EbikeMe, sustainable and efficient 
EbikeMe is an innovative Italian start-up which was set up after observing the re-
ality surrounding us. When we drive in the city, we spend a lot of time in our cars 
stuck in the traffic jam even for short distances. Once we get to work, we spend 
further precious time to find a parking spot. No wonder we start our working 
day already stressed and nervous! The idea at the heart of EbikeMe is giving an 
answer to this situation with long-term rental of e-bikes for companies. Our bikes 
are 100% made in Italy and you can customize them with your logo, to convey an 
eco-friendly image. Furthermore, employees and – why not? – even CEOs will save 
precious time while staying…healthier! 

Endless possibilities, endless advantages!
Riding traditional bikes hardly has any drawbacks. With e-bikes, it is even harder 
to find any disadvantages! Riding an e-bike to go to work can benefit both the 
rider and the people around us, as well as the companies that invest and believe 
in the project of sustainable mobility designed by EbikeMe, being them SME’s or 
multinational companies.  
With our City Bike you can easily ride around the city, with no effort nor sweat-
ing (even within a range of 20 km). Thanks to the powerful pedal assistance, the 
City Bike can reach 25 km/h and has a range of 60 kilometres. It is equipped with 
an antitheft chain and a case where you can store your personal belongings. You 
will get to office relaxed and ready to start your working day!
Riding an e-bike offers many more possibilities than driving a car, especially in a 
hectic society where we are always on the move. Maybe your office is located in 
a restricted driving zone, or you have a meeting with a client only few kilometres 
away, or you fancy a relaxing lunchbreak while cycling to a green area or a park, 
or simply around the city! The possibilities are endless; we only need the right 
push to put them into practice…This is the purpose of EbikeMe!
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…and for the economy!
When the quality of life improves, the efficiency of the healthcare system of a 
country increases as well, as the number of patients to be treated reduces. If we 
all biked just 3 hours per week, beside the physical exercise that we would do, 
imagine how many kilometres we could cover by contributing to reducing air 
and noise pollution and traffic. Moreover, the bike world contributes to a coun-
try’s economy: in Italy, for instance, the bike production, sales and maintenance 
move over 1 billion euros per year and two-wheel lovers contribute about 2 
billion euros to Italy’s economy thanks to cycling tourism. These figures can only 
increase! 

EbikeMe is ready, it’s just time to ride!
“There’s no such thing as bad weather, only unsuitable clothing.” With the ap-
propriate clothing, everyone could bike to work even during rainy, cold and 
windy days! In some European countries such as Germany, the Netherlands and 
Denmark, just to mention a few, the bike is considered a real mean of transport. 
These countries should be taken as good examples. Each and every one of us 
can be the change that we want to see: we should not wait for good weather 
conditions, nor for perfect bike paths to be built everywhere. Let’s just take our 
bike and begin to ride. 

Good for your health…
Investing in a sustainable mobility project is an important step for a company. 
With a small investment, every company can get a fleet of customized e-bikes that 
will “carry around” the company name! EbikeMe allows companies to implement 
their programmes for corporate social responsibility and to focus on the psy-
cho-physical health of their employees: it is enough to cycle few kilometres a day, 
provided that you do it often, to understand how healthy it is for your body and 
mind! Going to work by e-bike reduces the stress levels and improves your health. 
In 2017, the British Medical Journal published a study (lasted 5 years and carried 
out on more than 250.000 patients) showing that people who bike to work have 
45% lower chance of contracting cancer, and people who cycle 48 kilometres on 
average per week have 46% lower chance of developing cardiovascular diseases. 
These results are astonishing! Moreover, some studies carried out by the World 
Health Organization show that people who bike three hours per week have 28% 
lower chance of dying compared to those who do not bike at all. Let’s think in 
terms of years, which are maybe clearer than percentages: from 1996 to 2008 a 
study carried out on more than 400.000 people showed that 15 minutes of phys-
ical exercise per day increase the average survival by 3 years compared to people 
who do not exercise! We don’t need that much to improve our health and the 
health of people around us! 
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Battery: 36V, 14,5 Ah, 522 Wh
Motor: Oli Move Plus 250W, 36V
Max Torque 80Nm (Italian production)
Fork: Suntour Xcm 32-DS-Rl15 QLC32
Gear: Shimano Deore M6000 Shadow, 10 V
Brakes: Hydraulic Shimano M315
Disks: Shimano Rt26 180 F / 180 R
Tyres: Veetyre Plus – suitable for sand and snow
Weight: Kg 24,00
Material: aluminium 

Battery: 36V 11,6ah 420wh
Motor: Bafang Hub motor Brushless 250W 

36V Max Torque 30Nm
Range: 60 Km

Gear: Shimano Acera 7 Speeds
Display: Bafang LCD 4’’ multifunzione/walk 

boost/backlight
Weight: Kg 24,50

Material: aluminium

FROM THE LAKES TO THE SEA, FROM OLD VILLAGES TO HILLS BEYOND THE ROADS ON EVERY KIND OF GROUND

NOT ONLY BIKE-TO-WORK

City Bike Mountain Bike

BUT ALSO FOR LEISURE

Riding the best Italian bikes, you will be the main actors of sustainable mobility. If you wish to use 
your bike in your free time as well, you can choose Mountain Bikes by EbikeMe: Sunday rides in the 
woods, on the hills, at the lake or at the seaside…many possibilities surrounded by nature with fun! 

The e-bikes of EbikeMe will be the highlight of companies that believe in sustainable mobility and 
that care for their employees and for the environment. Investing in an e-bike means adopting an 
innovative and fast mean of transport and embracing a sustainable idea, while doing something real 
to improve our future!
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THE NEW WAY OF MOVING AROUND

“We see the effects of climate change and scientists 
clearly show the way forward. Each and every one of 

us has a responsibility. No one excluded. 
We all have a moral responsibility - be it small or big – 

in accepting, giving an opinion or making decisions”.
Pope Francis

www.ebikeme.it   welcome@ebikeme.it   tel. +39 340 9094317
Registered Office: EbikeMe srl – Via Frizzoni 19A – Bergamo VAT N. 04254590161

We are at the Scientific Park POINT in Dalmine, Via Einstein, with other companies 
of the Industry 4.0, close to the A4 MI-VE motorway (exit Dalmine).

LONG-TERM E-BIKE RENTAL


